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  Submitted by Kenyatheproducer [1] on March 19, 2012 - 7:01pm 

Productions Made in Chicago [2]

 
There is a new movie due to be filmed in Chicago Summer 2012. “Deacon’s Choice” is described as a powerful story that embodies the
trickle effect of selfishness, cover ups, addiction and consequence with intensity just as stimulating as “Requiem for a Dream” & “Black
Swan.” This compulsive tale of a family’s secret reminds us that life for each of us has its own individual journey. Through that journey there
are “choices” which some define as hereditary privilege and even option.

Moral judgments are something human beings deal with in many lengths. The depths of which some people will explore are becoming visibly
astonishing creating a whirlwind of higher profile dreams being shattered, spiraling for hypocrisy while harboring repercussions of such
actions. This stigma only points out a grave weakness in modern society.

“Deacon’s Choice will further drive the recreation of film watching, delivering outstanding originality that will hugely inspire recovery within all
nationalities.

Producers: Kenya Renee Robertson, Parris Reaves

Director: Parris Reaves

Assistant Director: Kenya Renee Robertson

Production Company: HawkFilmz Enterprize

Casting: FAM Entertainment Theater Company

Talent Coach: Cynjora Smith

HawkFilmz is currently seeking talent. Final Auditions will be held in Chicago May 26, 2012.
Talent must be available June 26-August 26.
*There is pay for selected roles.
IMBD Credit offered for all roles.

For more information and character breakdown please call: FAM Entertainment Theater Company 312-572-9373 or email: Kenya@fament.org
[3]
  ‹ Mofest: The Only Annual Film & Arts Fest that Supports Midwest Film Production [4] 'A Nightmare on Elm Street' to set up production offices
in Chicago in Feb. 2009 › [5]   
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